
Product Highlight

MS Series
Hydraulic Spring-Return

Bore Size: 1¼” - 14”
Configuration: Single-Stage
Pressure Rating: 3000 psi

Cowan’s MS Series is available in both fail-
close and fail-open with preloads up to 72,000 
lbs. The MS has an optional dual-speed 
cam-operated hydraulic manifold that reduces 
speed at end of stroke to help prevent water 
hammer. It’s springs are pre-compressed and 
factory-sealed in a welded canister.

With it’s SIL-3 capabilities and it’s GT3 
triple seal gland, we have a solution for even 

your toughest applications. It’s backed by Cowan Dynamics’ 
warranty and service/support guarantee.

For More Information Click Here

Looking Back

2016 was a busy year for Cowan Dynamics as two new 
products were launched, the C-PAC  Control Manifold and 
the E2H Electro-Hydraulic Actuator. We also expanded 
our manufacturing and engineering facilities in Montreal to 
50,000 square feet.

In the upcoming year, as we celebrate our 60th 
anniversary, we look forward to new growth as we con-
tinue to expand our regional business partner network 
and valve automation solutions. Stay tuned!
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Do More With Less
Spring-return actuators are a great mechanical solution to fail-close 
or fail-open process valve requirements. Over the years, we’ve made 
some as large as 24 feet long. However, just because we can do it 
doesn’t always mean it’s practical; sometimes there are weight or 
space constraints.

An alternative to spring-return actuators is Cowan’s FCS systems. 
Think of these systems as an “air-spring”. The air pressure stored 
inside the reservoir is on standby. Once the fail condition is triggered 
the reservoir will “spring in to action” and supply the pressure to the 
actuator to close or open the process valve. We take this approach 
one step further by adding our A2A pneumatic air-to-air booster. 
These systems are designed for applications in which the available air 
pressure is too low and/or floor space is limited. Significantly smaller 
and lighter than a conventional air tank system or spring-return, the 
FCS with A2A booster provides a more economical solution.

The A2A booster is available in 2:1, 3:1 and 4:1 ratios. It intensifies 
the pressure of the available air supply without the need for additional 
mechanical or electrical input. Boosting the operating pressure allows 
users to reduce the actuator size and reduce the footprint of the entire 
fail-safe system.

The boosted fail-safe system can be up to 80% smaller, 45% lighter, 
and offer up to 40% cost savings when compared to a conventional 
system. These systems allow you to use a much smaller double-acting 
actuator while still achieving the fail condition requirements

For more information visit: www.cowandynamics.com/air-spring-fail-
safe-systems
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Cowan Is On YouTube
Follow us on YouTube, we are 

continuously publishing videos on 
our products.

View Our
Products

Send us some feedback
We’ve gone social

View Our Products

Read More

Find Us On YouTube

We offer Hydraulic and 
Pneumatic Actuators 
along with Valve 
Automation Solutions.

See our latest products, 
services and business 
news related items.
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